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Abstract The dominant variability modes of the North

Atlantic-European rotational flow are examined by applying

a principal component analysis (PCA/EOF) to the 200 hPa

streamfunction mid-winter anomalies (Jan–Feb monthly

means). The results reveal that, when this norm is used, the

leading mode (EOF1) does not correspond to the traditional

North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO, which appears in our

analysis as the second leading mode, EOF2) but is the local

manifestation of the leading hemispheric streamfunction

EOF. The regression of this regional mode onto the global

SST field exhibits a clear El Niño signature, with no signal

over the Atlantic, while the associated upper height ano-

malies resemble the Tropical/Northern Hemisphere (TNH)

pattern. East of North America, this TNH-like wavetrain

produces a meridional dipole-like pattern at lower levels.

Although in some ways this pattern resembles the NAO

(EOF2), the dynamics of these two modes are very different

in that only EOF2 is associated with a latitudinal shift of the

North Atlantic stormtrack. Thus, the choice of the stream-

function norm in the EOF analysis allows the separation of

two different phenomena that can produce similar dipolar

surface pressure anomalies over the North Atlantic but that

have different impact on European climate. These two

modes also differ on their contribution to variability at lower

levels: while NAO-EOF2 is mostly confined to the North

Atlantic, TNH-EOF1 has a more annular, global character.

At upper levels NAO-EOF2 also produces a global pattern

but with no annular structure, reminiscent of the ‘‘circum-

global’’ teleconnection.

Keywords Rotational circulation � Atmospheric

teleconnection � ENSO � NAO

1 Introduction

The forcing and propagation of Rossby waves is known to

be the primary mechanism by which anomalous tropical

diabatic heating can influence temperate latitudes (Hoskins

and Karoly 1981; Horel and Wallace 1981; Shukla and

Wallace 1983; Branstator 1983; Hoskins and Ambrizzi

1993; Trenberth et al. 1998). This fundamental link

between anomalous the tropical circulation and changes in

the extratropical circulation can be most succinctly

described in term of non-divergent (or rotational) baro-

tropic theory (Hoskins and Karoly 1981; Webster 1981;

Sardeshmukh and Hoskins 1988).

While a great number of works have analyzed the

atmospheric circulation variability over the North Atlantic-

European (NAE) sector, very few studies have focused on

the upper level anomalous rotational circulation (Wang

2005). This is in spite of abundant observational and

modelling evidence indicating the existence of forced

Rossby wavetrains over the NAE sector associated with

forcing in the subtropical North Atlantic (Sutton et al.

2000; Terray and Cassou 2002; Garcı́a-Serrano et al. 2008),

the Atlantic Niño (Drévillon et al. 2003; Peng et al. 2005;

Haarsma and Hazeleger 2007; Garcı́a-Serrano et al. 2010)
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and the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Trenberth

et al. 1998; Cassou and Terray 2001a; Shaman and Tzi-

perman 2005; Toniazzo and Scaife 2006).

The motivation of this work is twofold. Our first goal is to

characterize the rotational atmospheric circulation over the

NAE sector at upper-levels, which is poorly documented.

Additionally, we seek to associate the dominant patterns of

rotational variability to some of the remote sources suggested

in the literature, such as the tropical Atlantic or the tropical

Pacific. Another major objective of this study will be to

compare the dynamics involved in the ENSO-NAE telecon-

nection and the internal variability that produces the North

Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). As we shall see, the dynamical

signatures of these phenomena in the NAE region are very

different despite some similarity in their surface patterns.

Brönnimann (2007) has recently revisited the relation-

ship between ENSO and the NAE circulation and con-

cluded that the linear response to ENSO in this sector is

modest but robust. The canonical signal for El Niño con-

ditions consists of a dipolar surface pressure pattern that

resembles the negative NAO phase and is accompanied by

low (high) surface temperatures over northern Europe

(Mediterranean region), together with above-normal

(below-normal) precipitation in central/southern (north-

western) Europe. However, the dynamical mechanism

responsible for this teleconnection has been elusive to date.

Some model studies have examined the possibility that

transient-eddy activity in the North Atlantic basin may

generate an NAO-like signal in response to the downstream

extension of the ENSO wavetrain propagating across the

North Pacific-North America (e.g., Cassou and Terray

2001a, b; Merkel and Latif 2002; Pohlmann and Latif

2005). However, no clear evidence has been found in

observations supporting a link between ENSO and the

NAO via this downstream effect (Brönnimann 2007). On

the other hand, Toniazzo and Scaife (2006) have suggested

the existence of an occasional secondary ENSO wavetrain

emanating from the tropical Atlantic towards Europe,

which could account for some of the deviations from the El

Niño canonical teleconnection. For their part, Ineson and

Scaife (2008) have achieved a successful simulation of the

surface dipolar ENSO teleconnection over the NAE sector

that relies on a dynamically active stratosphere. The

mechanism involves disturbances propagating downward

from the middle-upper stratosphere to the lower strato-

sphere, subsequently reaching the surface during late

winter. This teleconnection requires prior upward propa-

gation of ENSO-forced ultra-long planetary waves into the

stratosphere (Manzini et al. 2006), which increases the

frequency of sudden stratospheric warming events (Ineson

and Scaife 2008; Cagnazzo and Manzini 2009; Bell et al.

2009). In addition to this stratospheric pathway, an alter-

native tropospheric pathway could also be possible

(Alexander et al. 2002; Brönnimann 2007). Our manuscript

aims to provide further insight into this issue.

This work is based on a Principal Component analysis

(PCA or EOF) of the streamfunction field at 200 hPa over

the NAE region. Other studies have also chosen to use

streamfunction (rather than geopotential height) as the

primary variable for the analysis of teleconnections (e.g.,

Kang and Lau 1986; Hsu and Lin 1992; Ambrizzi et al.

1995; Trenberth et al. 1998; Kidson 1999; Revell et al.

2001; Ambaum et al. 2001; Kidson et al. 2002; Branstator

2002). The choice of this variable here is motivated not

only by the direct association between the rotational cir-

culation and the streamfunction field but also by the fact

that geopotential anomalies often fail to reveal the tropical

circulation changes that lead to the extratropical wave-

trains. Furthermore, given our focus on the linkages

between the tropical and midlatitude circulation, the upper

tropospheric level of 200 hPa has been selected because it

relates more directly to vorticity sources in the divergent

flow. Thus, our work complements previous studies using

other variables at this level (e.g., DeWeaver and Nigam

2000; Cassou and Terray 2001b) or the streamfunction at

lower levels (Ambaum et al. 2001).

The datasets and diagnostic tools used are described in

the next section. A description of the rotational modes and

a discussion of their associated dynamics are presented in

Sect. 3.1. Next, the contribution of these modes to the

leading regional and hemispheric SLP EOFs is investigated

(Sect. 3.2). A discussion of the results follows in Sect. 4,

while Sect. 5 summarizes the main conclusions.

2 Data and methodology

In order to characterize the rotational atmospheric circu-

lation over the Euro-Atlantic sector, a principal component

analysis (PCA/EOF; von Storch and Zwiers 2001) of the

200 hPa anomalous winter streamfunction is performed.

The domain used for the PCA is the NAE region (5�S–

80�N/90�W–40�E). PCA provides a set of spatial patterns

(empirical orthogonal functions, EOFs) and associated

standardized time series (principal components, PC). The

information associated with each PCA mode is completed

by the corresponding fraction of explained variance (fvar).

As will be shown, the dominant NAE streamfunction

EOF is tightly associated with ENSO. Consistently, the

teleconnection between ENSO and the anomalous circu-

lation in the NAE sector represents the main research topic

of this paper, together with the comparison with the NAO.

Moron and Guirand (2003) and Gouirand and Moron

(2003) have shown that there is a strong intraseasonal

modulation of the ENSO-influence on the NAE wintertime

circulation. Toniazzo and Scaife (2006) and Gouirand et al.
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(2007) have also noted that the ENSO-related circulation is

weak over the North Atlantic during early winter and much

stronger during mid/late-winter. Additionally, a recent

paper by Bladé et al. (2008) has shown that even in the

North Pacific the ‘‘canonical’’ TNH extratropical response

to ENSO is not completely established until January. For

all these reasons, we chose to apply PCA to January–

February (JF) streamfunction monthly anomalies. Our

results, however, are not very sensitive to the choice of

analysis period, and quite robust if data from December or

March are included.

The 200 hPa monthly streamfunction field (w200) used

was obtained from the ECMWF-ERA40 reanalysis (Uppala

et al. 2005) with a 2.5� 9 2.5� lat-lon spatial resolution and

covering the 1957/58-2001/02 period. Data pre-processing

includes: (1) multiplying the value at each grid-point by the

square root of the cosine of latitude, to ensure that equal

areas are having the same weight in the covariance matrix

(Thompson and Wallace 2000); (2) subtracting the area-

average over the NAE domain at each time step. The latter

is meant to remove spurious fluctuations in this quantity

which arise from the mathematical constraint that the

global-mean streamfunction be zero. Since the tropospheric

response to ENSO includes a hemispheric-mean warming

signal, this procedure has the additional benefit of remov-

ing the large associated regional-mean signal in the

streamfunction field.

The PCA results are presented in terms of regression

maps, obtained by projecting the anomaly time series for a

given field onto the PC associated with each mode. All

monthly anomalies are calculated by subtracting the

monthly climatology. Statistical significance is assessed

using a two-tailed Student’s t-test for correlation at the

98% confidence level. Regressed circulation anomalies

have been computed for sea level pressure (SLP) and

geopotential height at 1,000, 500 and 200 hPa (ERA40).

Additionally, daily horizontal wind and air temperature

between 1,000 and 100 hPa (ERA40) have been used to

compute transient eddy forcings. To diagnose the lower

tropospheric signals associated with the EOF modes,

ERA40 air temperature at 850 hPa and University of

Delaware precipitation (Legates and Willmott 1990) are

also analyzed. The SST data included in the analysis is

taken from the NOAA Extended Reconstruction (Smith

and Reynolds 2003).

3 Two rotational contributions, one surface signature

3.1 PCA results

Figure 1 shows the two leading EOF modes of the win-

tertime NAE streamfunction at 200 hPa (EOF1/PC1,

Fig. 1a, b; EOF2/PC2, Fig. 1c, d). These modes account

for 24 and 19% of the total NAE mid-winter variance,

respectively. At the onset, one may have expected the NAO

to appear as the leading mode, since this pattern has been

widely documented as the dominant mode of North

Atlantic atmospheric variability (e.g., Thompson et al.

2003). However, an NAO-like spatial structure appears

here only as the second EOF (EOF2), while the leading

mode (EOF1) is associated with ENSO, as discussed in the

Fig. 1 a Leading and c second leading w200-JF empirical orthogonal

functions (EOF1/EOF2; contours, ci = 1 9 106 m2/s) over NAE

region (5�S–80�N/90�W–40�E). b, d Associated principal compo-

nents (PC1/PC2). Statistically significant areas, according to a t test at

the 98% level, are shaded
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following subsection. These two EOFs are robust to

changes in the domain definition and do not change when

the domain boundaries are varied by 10� in the four car-

dinal directions (not shown). The North et al. (1982) cri-

terion reveals that these two w200 leading patterns

represent two well-separated modes, as is also the case for

the third and fourth EOFs (Fig. 2), which correspond to the

East Atlantic pattern (EA; fvar = 13%) and the Scandi-

navian pattern (SCA; fvar = 8%; not shown).

A remarkable feature of these regional results is that

when performing the same analysis using geopotential

height at 200 hPa (Z200) instead of streamfunction, the

same four modes appear except for EOF1. The dominant

patterns of Z200 variability can be identified as the NAO

(29%), the SCA (17%) and the EA (15%). Interestingly, the

leading Z200 EOF is temporally correlated with both EOF1

(0.51) and EOF2 (0.74) of the streamfunction field, indi-

cating that this leading geopotential height EOF shares

common features with both leading streamfunction EOFs.

In order to confirm that the leading EOF of the

streamfunction field is not an artifact of performing the

analysis over a limited domain, we repeated the procedure

by extending the domain to the entire northern hemisphere

(5�S–80�N/0�–357.5�E). The leading hemispheric stream-

function mode (not shown) corresponds to the regional one

in Fig. 1a: the temporal correlation between their PCs is

0.90; the spatial correlation between regional EOF1 and the

regional regression of hemispheric EOF-1 is 0.96; and,

conversely, the spatial correlation between hemispheric

EOF-1 and the hemispheric regression of regional EOF1 is

0.97.

Additionally, our hemispheric streamfunction EOFs

compare well to those obtained by DeWeaver and Nigam

(2000) using Z200 global anomalies, albeit in a different

order. Their global Z200 EOFs successively describe the

NAO (here, the third hemispheric w200 EOF, 8%), an

ENSO-related mode very similar to our leading hemi-

spheric w200 EOF (31%), and the Pacific-North America

pattern (PNA; here the second hemispheric w200 EOF,

11%) (Fig. 2). The different ordering is consistent with the

fact that the streamfunction norm emphasizes lower lati-

tudes compared to the geopotential norm.

In the next subsection, the leading streamfunction mode

is examined in more details, while in the following sub-

section the two leading modes will be compared.

3.1.1 Description of the leading mode

The spatial distribution of the leading regional w200 pat-

tern (EOF1; Fig. 1a) is characterized by elongated

streamfunction anomalies of one sign extending from

eastern North America (35�N–70�W) to central Europe

(50�N–15�E). This structure is accompanied by an anomaly

centre of the opposite sign to the north, between Greenland

and Canada (65�N–55�/60�W). Complementary to this

regional pattern, the hemispheric projection of upper level

geopotential height onto this mode shows a wavetrain

emanating from the tropical Pacific that propagates over

the North Pacific-American sector (Fig. 3a). The three

centres of action of this wavetrain are organized as in the

canonical Tropical-Northern Hemisphere (TNH) pattern

(Mo and Livezey 1986; Barnston and Livezey 1987;

Livezey and Mo 1987; Trenberth et al. 1998), which is the

atmospheric response to ENSO forcing (Robertson and

Ghil 1999; Straus and Shukla 2002; DeWeaver and Nigam

2002; Bladé et al. 2008). The corresponding regressions of

geopotential height at 500 hPa (Z500, Fig. 3b) and at

1,000 hPa (Z1000, Fig. 3c) reveal that the centres of action

of this TNH-like pattern are quasi barotropic with a slight

westward tilt, a feature characteristic of stationary Rossby

wavetrains (Lau 1979; Hsu and Wallace 1985). In the

Atlantic sector, this eastward displacement of the surface

signature relative to the upper level signal is very apparent,

conferring it with a negative NAO-like appearance which

is consistent with the ‘‘canonical’’ ENSO signal in this

sector (Brönnimann 2007).

Associated with this extratropical wavetrain, there are

twin upper level anticyclonic anomalies straddling the

equator located at roughly 150�W (Figs. 3a, b), reflecting

the tropical Gill-type response to diabatic heating. This

thermal forcing can be inferred from the corresponding

SST regression (Fig. 4a), which yields a noticeable

anomalous warm tongue over the central-eastern Pacific

surrounded by cold SST anomalies. All these results lead

Fig. 2 Fraction of the explained variance for each eigenvalue from

the PCA applied to JF w200 over NAE (solid) and Northern

Hemisphere (dashed). Highlighted scores (circles) correspond to

streamfunction modes that are well separated according to the criteria

of North et al. (1982)
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us to identify EOF1 (Fig. 1a) as the NAE signature of the

atmospheric response to El Niño forcing. This relationship

is confirmed by the correlation between PC1 and the

Niño3.4 index, which is 0.57. Notice also that the SST

regression map has no significant signal in the Atlantic

basin (except in the Gulf of Mexico/eastern North Ameri-

can coast).

In addition to the two centres of action of EOF1 located

over the North Atlantic basin, which, as we have seen,

correspond to the tail of the TNH pattern, a third center is

present over the European continent (Fig. 1a). This centre

of action also has a quasi-barotropic structure (Fig. 3),

suggesting that this anomaly might be due to a split of the

ENSO wavetrain originating in the tropical Pacific, with

the other branch propagating into the tropical Atlantic.

Both the main wavetrain and the notion of a wavetrain

split are consistent with the ENSO pattern and wave

activity flux shown in Karoly et al. (1989) for midwinter

(Jan–Feb; their Fig. 4). In that paper, the authors used a

diagnostic derived by Plumb (1985) to investigate the

propagation of stationary wave activity associated with

ENSO. This diagnostic is a generalization of the Eliassen-

Palm relation to the zonally-asymmetric problem and

describes the local sources and sinks of stationary wave

activity and the 3D directions of wave propagation. As in

Karoly et al. (1989), we have computed the wave activity

Fig. 3 Regression maps of

geopotential height at 200 hPa

(Z200; top), 500 hPa (Z500;

middle) and 1,000 hPa (Z1000;

bottom) onto PC1. Magnitudes

correspond to one std dev of the

time series. Statistically

significant areas, according to a

t test at the 98% level, are

shaded
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flux directly from the zonally asymmetric part of a

regression map, specifically from the Z200 regressed

anomalies (Fig. 3a). Figure 5 depicts the result of this

calculation using anomalies poleward of 20�N to avoid

ageostrophic wind effects. Our diagnostic resembles

Karoly et al. (1989)’s stationary wave activity plot,

exhibiting strong propagation poleward and eastward from

the forcing region, the central tropical Pacific. Interest-

ingly, although some of the wave activity flux turns

equatorward around eastern North America, a second

branch propagates across the North Atlantic at high lati-

tudes, turning equatorward over eastern Europe. This result

supports our hypothesis of a split in the midwinter ENSO

wavetrain upon reaching the NAE sector.

3.1.2 The leading mode vs the second mode

We now focus on EOF2 (Fig. 1c), which is characterized

by a zonally symmetric structure with three centers of

action located over the tropical Atlantic, the midlatitudes

(about 45�N) and the polar region. The global Z200

regression onto this EOF exhibits the same centers of

action in the North Atlantic, as well as negative anomalies

in the North Pacific (Fig. 6a). As we descend towards the

Fig. 4 Regression maps of

global SST (shaded, �C) onto

PC1 (a) and PC2 (b).

Magnitudes correspond to one

std dev of the time series.

Statistically significant areas,

according to a t test at the 98%

level, are gridded for SST

Fig. 5 Horizontal wave activity flux associated with the asymmetric

part of the regression map of Z200 onto PC1 (Fig. 3a). Shown are

anomalies larger than 0.5 m2/s2. This diagnostic has been computed

according to Karoly et al. (1989)
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surface (Z500, Z1000) the Pacific and the tropical centers

weaken noticeably and the circulation, now confined to the

Atlantic sector, displays a meridional seesaw between

middle and polar latitudes very reminiscent of the NAO

(Fig. 6b, c). Indeed, the correlation between PC2 and the

conventional NAO index, defined as the leading SLP mode

over the North Atlantic, is 0.83; while its correlation with

the Hurrell (1995) NAO index is 0.79. We will discuss in

Sect. 4 why EOF2 is more hemispheric at upper levels

despite the regional character of its low level circulation.

The SST pattern obtained by regressing the global SST

field onto PC2 (Fig. 4b) adds very relevant information.

This oceanic pattern is confined to the Atlantic sector and

resembles the North Atlantic Tripole pattern, which is

known to be the oceanic signature of the NAO (e.g., Vis-

beck et al. 2003). Consistently, the corresponding SST

regression for negative lags (SST leads) shows a much

weaker and non significant signal (not shown). These

results suggest that EOF2 arises from internal atmospheric

dynamics.

It is noteworthy that the SST regression maps for the

two leading NAE streamfunction modes separate the oce-

anic imprint of the rotational circulation so cleanly, con-

fining one to the Pacific (Fig. 4a) and the other to the

Fig. 6 Same as Fig. 3 but using

PC2
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Atlantic (Fig. 4b): EOF1 is associated with El Niño, while

EOF2 is tied to the North Atlantic Tripole. This result is

particularly interesting given that the surface atmospheric

signature of the two modes in the Atlantic sector is very

similar (Figs. 3c and 6c; spatial correlation of 0.78 over

NAE).

In order to assess the role of internal dynamics and

eddy-mean flow interaction for these two w200 modes and

to further explore the extent to which EOF1 and EOF2

involve different dynamics over the NAE region, Fig. 7

shows the perturbation kinetic energy (PKE) and the hor-

izontal components of the Eliassen-Palm vector (E-vector).

The former is a measure of wave activity, while the latter

encapsulates the interaction between transient eddies and

mean flow through barotropic processes (Hoskins et al.

1983; Trenberth 1986):

PKE ¼ 1

2
u0u0 þ v0v0
� �

; E ¼ 1

2
v0v0 � u0u0;�u0v0

� �

The zonal component of the E-vector provides information

about the shape and propagation characteristics of eddies;

the meridional one chiefly describes the feedback on the

mean flow. More specifically, the divergence (conver-

gence) of the E-vector is associated with the eddy-induced

acceleration (deceleration) of the mean zonal wind. Here,

the time-mean covariances have been computed by filtering

daily horizontal wind at 200 hPa using the 24 h-difference

filter (Wallace et al. 1988; Chang and Fu 2002) and com-

puting monthly averages. The regressions maps were

obtained by subtracting the monthly climatologies and

projecting the resulting anomalies onto PC1 (Fig. 7a) and

PC2 (Fig. 7b). Regressed U200 anomalies (contours) are

also represented in Fig. 7.

In the North Atlantic basin, the E-vector associated with

EOF1 (Fig. 7a) displays a weak meridional divergence

around the Florida Gulf coast (at 30�N). This is accompanied

by an anomalous PKE dipole on either side of the divergence

axis and implies both a southward displacement of the

subtropical jet and a reinforcement of the mean westerly

flow. However, the actual U200 anomaly in the western

subtropical Atlantic indicates a more prominent acceleration

than might be expected based on the anomalous transient

flux alone; moreover, this acceleration is apparent along the

entire subtropical Pacific. Given DeWeaver and Nigam

(2000)’s finding that the response of the global circulation to

ENSO is dominated by the zonal-mean intensification of the

subtropical jets, we conclude that the EOF1-related U200

anomalies in the NAE region (Fig. 7a) reflect a zonal wind

acceleration on the global scale (Fig. 3). For this mode then,

changes in the eddies may reinforce and help maintain the

upper tropospheric zonal wind anomalies but do not seem to

be the main driving force.

In contrast, the eddy momentum transport for EOF2

(Fig. 7b) clearly tends to decelerate the westerly mean flow

north of the Atlantic jet exit region (50�N–60�N). This is

indicated by the presence of anomalous meridional

E-vector convergence over the northwestern Atlantic and a

strong dipolar PKE anomaly overlaying the U200 anoma-

lies in the NAE sector. These anomalies thus reflect a

southward shift of the North Atlantic jet and associated

stormtracks and suggest a link between the EOF2-based

NAO-like pattern (Figs. 1c, 6) and high-frequency eddies,

Fig. 7 Regression maps of

perturbation kinetic energy

(PKE; shading; only plotted the

sign, dark/light representing

negative/positive), horizontal

component of the Eliassen-Palm

flux (E-vector; arrows; m2/s2)

and zonal wind at 200 hPa

(U200; contours; ci = 1 m/s)

onto PC1 (a) and PC2 (b).

Magnitudes correspond to one

std dev of the time series.

Statistically significant areas,

according to a t test at the 98%

level, are gridded for PKE and

E-vector and bolded for U200
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as represented by the synoptic storm track (Rogers 1990,

1997; Hoskins and Valdes 1990).

In order to complete the picture of the differential roles

of eddy activity for the two streamfunction modes, we

analyze the changes in the meridional heat flux by transient

eddies v0T 0
� �

in the North Atlantic basin associated with

EOF1 (Fig. 8a) and EOF2 (Fig. 8b). The eddy heat flux is

proportional to the vertical component of the Eliassen-

Palm flux (e.g., Andrews et al. 1987) and is therefore

indicative of vertical wave propagation. Additionally, the

heat flux at low levels is associated with a divergence of the

Eliassen-Palm flux, hence with wave activity generation

via baroclinic processes (Wallace et al. 1988). As expected,

EOF2 shows decreased generation of baroclinic activity at

high latitudes, compensated by enhanced generation

between 45�N and 60�N (Fig. 8b). This dipole-like

anomaly implies that the North Atlantic stormtrack is

weakened and shifted to the south, as expected during the

negative phase of the NAO (e.g., Hurrell 1995), here rep-

resented by EOF2 (Fig. 6c, 7b). In contrast, EOF1 is only

associated with positive anomalies at upper-levels and over

polar latitudes (Fig. 8a). This suggests that the EOF1-based

ENSO signal has little impact on cyclogenesis over the

North Atlantic. Instead, the anomalous positive transient

heat flux at upper levels is indicative of enhanced upward

propagation of waves into the stratosphere, presumably

resulting from the changes in the background flow seen in

Fig. 7b.

All these results lead us to conclude that the regional

rotational atmospheric variability over NAE is mainly

explained by two independent structures at upper-levels,

one associated with ENSO and the other with internal

variability over the North Atlantic. These two modes of

variability project onto a similar dipolar structure at the

surface (Figs. 3c and 6c), implying that the same surface

signature may be produced by two different contributions.

We next discuss the impacts of these two streamfunction

modes onto the NAE climate. Figure 9 shows the regres-

sion maps of anomalous precipitation (top) and air tem-

perature at 850 hPa (T850; bottom) onto the PC1 and PC2

time series. As expected from the resemblance between

their surface geopotential signatures (Figs. 3c, 6c), both

EOFs are characterized by a pair of T850 dipolar anomalies

on either side of the North Atlantic basin (Figs. 9c, d).

EOF1 produces strong positive (negative) T850 anomalies

along the northern (southern) east coast of North America,

associated with the equatorward branch of the TNH

wavetrain, while weaker negative anomalies appear over

the Norwegian and Baltic seas in conjunction with the

eastward branch of this wavetrain (Fig. 9c). A weak sec-

ondary wavetrain forced by ENSO but originating in the

tropical Atlantic (Toniazzo and Scaife 2006) could be

responsible for the subtropical warming over Africa

(Figs. 1a, 3a, b). All these features are in close agreement

with the expected ENSO influence on low level air tem-

perature in the NAE sector, as described in the

introduction.

Despite the overall similarity between Fig. 9c, d, the

regression onto EOF2 more closely resembles the North

Atlantic quadrupolar air temperature anomaly associated

with a negative NAO phase (Fig. 9d; van Loon and Rogers

1978; Hurrell 1995; Hurrell and van Loon 1997), reflecting

the impact of cold continental (warm maritime) advection

over a broad area of northern Europe and North America

(Greenland-northeastern Canada and North Africa-Medi-

terranean Sea). Still, except from a slight difference in

phase and a stronger intensity, the T850 pattern for this

Fig. 8 Regression maps of transient heat flux (Km/s) onto PC1

(a) and PC2 (b). Magnitudes correspond to one std dev of the time

series. Statistically significant areas, according to a t test at the 98%

level, are gridded for SST
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mode is qualitatively similar to that for EOF1, consistent

with the similarity in the surface circulation patterns.

In contrast, the precipitation fields associated with these

two forms of rotational variability exhibit more discre-

pancies. During its positive phase, EOF1 produces weak

negative rainfall anomalies over northwestern Europe and

positive ones in the northern flank of the eastern Mediter-

ranean and central-eastern Europe (Fig. 9a). The former

seems to be associated with advection of cold and dry polar

air through the northernmost node, while the latter could be

explained in terms of the quasi-barotropic cyclonic circu-

lation over the continent (Figs. 1a, 3). As for the NAO-like

mode, EOF2 produces an anomalous dipolar rainfall dis-

tribution over Europe (Fig. 9b), associated with the

southward shift of the synoptic stormtrack in the North

Atlantic basin (Fig. 7b, 8b), consistent with the results of

Hurrell (1995) and Hurrell and van Loon (1997). Although

the precipitation patterns share some common features (in

agreement with the similarity of the surface circulations)

the magnitude of the anomalies is much larger for the

NAO-related mode than for the ENSO-related mode. This

is consistent with the notion that the precipitation anoma-

lies for EOF2 arise from changes in the stormtracks, rather

than from changes in the mean circulation. As noted above

(Fig. 7), the strengthening of the subtropical jet is associ-

ated with a stormtrack shift only in the case of EOF2.

3.2 Interpreting the surface signature

As discussed in the previous section, there is a high degree

of similarity in the Z1000 regressions of EOF1 and EOF2

over the North Atlantic (Figs. 3c, 6c), in spite of the

Fig. 9 Regression maps of precipitation (pcp; top, cm/month) and air temperature at 850 hPa (T850; bottom, �C) onto PC1 (left) and PC2

(right). Magnitudes correspond to one std dev of the time series. Statistically significant areas, according to a t test at the 98% level, are contoured
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dynamical differences between the anomalous rotational

circulations described by these EOFs. As noted before, this

resemblance is confirmed by the 0.78 correlation coeffi-

cient between the Z1000 regression maps over the NAE

domain. A close inspection, however, reveals differences in

the location of the midlatitude centers of action, as these

are centered west/east of 30�W and south/north of 40�N for

the PC1/PC2 regressions. These offsets can also be seen at

upper levels (Figs. 1a, 3, 7a/Figs. 1c, 6, 7b) and explain the

phase differences in the air temperature and precipitation

patterns (Fig. 9).

The differences between the Z1000 regressions in the

North Pacific basin are more remarkable. EOF2 is associ-

ated with a very weak negative anomaly over the central/

western North Pacific (Fig. 6c), supporting the conclusion

of Deser (2000) and Ambaum et al. (2001) that the NAO is

not strongly correlated with Pacific variability. In contrast,

EOF1 shows an anomalous deepening of the Aleutian low

(Fig. 3c), so that this pattern is reminiscent of the Arctic

Oscillation or Northern Annular mode (AO/NAM). This

characteristic of the surface signature of EOF1 leads us to

wonder whether this mode may explain some aspects of the

AO/NAM paradigm (Thompson and Wallace 1998, 2000;

Wallace 2000).

To investigate this issue we will now try to reconstruct

the time series of the dominant regional (NAO) and

hemispheric (NAM) surface variability modes using PC1

and PC2, aiming to quantify the contribution of our rota-

tional patterns to the NAO and the NAM modes. Following

Wallace and Thompson (2002) and earlier works, we

compute the leading EOFs of monthly JF SLP for both the

Euro-Atlantic sector (EOF_NAE) and for the entire

Northern Hemisphere (EOF_GLOB), which correspond to

the so-called ‘NAO’ (Fig. 10a) and ‘NAM’ (Fig. 10b),

respectively. These regional and hemispheric modes

explain 42% and 23% of their respective variance. As a

first step, we linearly fit the corresponding time series

(PC_NAE and PC_GLOB) to PC2 using least squares

linear regression methodology (REGs) and regress the

reconstructed series onto the hemispheric SLP field

(Fig. 10c,d). Next, we improve the fit by adding PC1 as a

new independent variable in the least squares regression

model (multiple-linear regression, REGm) and obtain

another pair of reconstructed time series and associated

hemispheric SLP projections (Fig. 10g, h). The difference

between the original leading SLP EOFS (EOF_NAE and

EOF_GLOB) and the reconstructed patterns obtained with

our fits is also shown (Figs. 10e, f, i, j, respectively).

The regional EOF_NAE of SLP is very well captured by

EOF2 (cf. Fig. 10a, c) and the explained variance reaches

67% (in terms of the square correlation coefficient of the

linear fit); even so, Fig. 10e suggests that more contribu-

tions must be taken into account in order to recover the

entire NAE dipolar variability. On the other hand, the

linear reconstruction of EOF_GLOB (Fig. 10d) using only

PC2 does not capture the Aleutian centre of action of this

mode, a result that seems to indicate that the annular mode

(Fig. 10b) cannot be dynamically understood in the same

way as the regional NAO oscillation. Indeed, the fitting

using only PC2 explains less than half of the total variance

(46%). Hence, the latitudinal shifts in the Atlantic eddy-

driven jet that characterize EOF2 do not appear to be

connected to variability of the Aleutian low (Fig. 10f).

Interestingly, the difference pattern shown in Fig. 10f

strongly resembles the EOF1 signature in the Z1000 field

(Fig. 3c), although the relative amplitude of the anomalies

is not comparable. This resemblance supports our hypoth-

esis that the ENSO-related EOF1 could be an ingredient of

the AO/NAM pattern.

Noticeable features emerge when introducing PC1 in the

regression. For EOF_NAE, a weak strengthening, together

with a slight westward expansion, is apparent in the centers

of action of the Azores-Iceland seesaw (Fig. 10g).

Although adding the ENSO-related mode (EOF1) barely

alters the regressed structure in the Euro-Atlantic sector, it

does introduce large changes in the North Pacific basin.

SLP anomalies in the North Pacific now appear which are

correlated (anticorrelated) with North Atlantic mid (sub-

polar) latitudes (Fig. 10g). For EOF_GLOB, the inclusion

of PC1 clearly improves the deficient representation of the

Aleutian centre using simple regression (Fig. 10h). The

increase in explained variance upon including PC1 is larger

for the global than for the regional reconstruction (29%

against 14%), a result that stresses the contribution of the

ENSO-related signal to the NAM. The lack of structure in

the difference map between EOF_GLOB and the global

reconstruction (Fig. 10j) also suggests that the ENSO

wavetrain crossing the North Pacific-American sector is

part of the NAM. Although Wallace and Thompson (2002)

ruled out any contribution to the NAM from the PNA

mode, which is known to be primarily driven by internal

atmospheric variability (e.g., Straus and Shukla 2002), this

work suggests another possible contributor: the El Niño-

forced TNH wavetrain. This conclusion would go along

with studies that have suggested an impact of ENSO on the

annular mode (Quadrelli and Wallace 2002).

4 Discussion

In light of the evidences presented in Sect. 3.1, we argue

that the two leading EOFs of NAE streamfunction repre-

sent two well differentiated teleconnection patterns. The

first mode, associated with ENSO, displays variability of

global scale: SST-forced tropical disturbances in the

Pacific trigger a Rossby wavetrain that crosses the North
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Pacific/North America region and reaches the North

Atlantic. This wavetrain then apparently splits into two

branches, one directed towards the tropical Atlantic that

impacts the subtropical Atlantic jet and another one that

induces a quasi-barotropic anomalous circulation over

Europe. The second EOF, associated with the NAO, arises

from intrinsic Atlantic storm track variability: midlatitude

dynamics control the meridional structure of the eddy-

Fig. 10 a Leading EOF of the

JF SLP anomalies in the North

Atlantic-European sector

(20–70�N/90�W–40�E;

fvar = 43%). b Leading EOF of

the JF SLP anomalies in the

Northern Hemisphere

(20–70�N; fvar = 23%).

c Reconstruction of (a) with

PC2 by applying simple least

squares linear regression

(REGs). d Same as (c) but

applied to (b). e, f Difference

between (a) and (c), and (b) and

(d), respectively. Contour

interval is 1 hPa in all panels.

g Reconstruction of (a) with

PC2 and PC1 by applying

multiple least squares linear
regression (REGm). h Same as

(g) but applied to (b). i, j
Difference between (a) and (g),

and (b) and (h), respectively
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driven jet variability and induce latitudinal shifts in syn-

optic activity.

This interpretation disagrees with a number of previous

works, particularly with those arguing that the Euro-

Atlantic winter atmospheric response to ENSO is linked to

the NAO through changes in the North Atlantic westerly

flow and/or synoptic activity (Cassou and Terray 2001a, b;

Merkel and Latif 2002; Moron and Guirand 2003; Goui-

rand and Moron 2003; Pohlmann and Latif 2005). Our

results instead support other studies suggesting that the

ENSO-NAE teleconnection is not related to NAO and that

they constitute two separate patterns (van Oldenborgh et al.

2000; DeWeaver and Nigam 2000; Rodwell and Folland

2002; Wang 2002; DeWeaver and Nigam 2002).

One of the main conclusions of this work is that the

ENSO signal on NAE winter climate should not be inter-

preted in terms of the NAO even though its surface sig-

nature may be reminiscent of the NAO pattern (cf. Figs. 3c

and 6c). The evidence presented here suggests that the

dynamics involved in the generation of the ENSO signal in

the NAE is very different from the dynamics that charac-

terize the NAO. Thus we feel that a more proper descrip-

tion for this ENSO signal would be a dipole-like response

in the North Atlantic rather than an NAO-like response.

Nevertheless, in as much as this dipole does resemble the

NAO, our results are consistent with previous works sub-

jectively describing the ENSO impact on the Euro-Atlantic

sector in terms of a NAO-like signal. Indeed, Fig. 3c shows

that EOF1 is very similar to the ‘‘canonical’’ winter signal

over the NAE associated with ENSO, as reviewed in

Brönnimann (2007). Note that the latter is close to sym-

metric for El Niño and La Niña which validates our linear

approach (PCA), despite the fact that some non-linearities

in the ENSO-NAE teleconnection have also been reported

(Pozo-Vázquez et al. 2001; Wu and Hsieh 2004; Lin and

Derome 2004; Toniazzo and Scaife 2006).

Our interpretation that this surface dipole-like pattern is

simply the downstream propagation of the quasi-barotropic

TNH pattern could explain the observed (Moron and

Guirand 2003; Brönnimann 2007) and simulated (Gouirand

Fig. 10 continued
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et al. 2007) intraseasonal modulation of the ENSO impact

on the Euro-Atlantic circulation between early and late

winter, since this TNH wavetrain itself is not established

until midwinter (Bladé et al. 2008). It should, however, be

noted that the correlation between PC1 and the Niño3.4

index is only 0.57, which suggests that EOF1 is not forced

by ENSO alone. Targeted modelling experiments are

required to address this point.

The additional analyses presented in Sect. 3.2 could be

relevant for the AO/NAM paradigm. Our results indicate

that the surface signature of EOF2 strongly projects onto

the ‘‘conventional’’ or ‘‘classical’’ NAO, traditionally

defined as the leading regional SLP mode (cf. Figs. 6c and

10a). Transient eddy diagnostics indicate that this regional

oscillation (Azores-Iceland seesaw) is driven by local

baroclinic eddies (Figs. 7b, 8b), consistent with previous

works (e.g., Thompson et al. 2003; Vallis and Gerber 2008;

Gerber and Vallis 2009). In such scenario, no global lon-

gitudinal coherence is expected (Figs. 10c,d). However,

with a global forcing such as the TNH wavetrain, more

hemispheric (or annular, in appearance) signatures could be

generated (Figs. 10f,g,h). Additionally, we have shown that

the mid-winter conventional NAO (i.e., defined as a surface

dipolar pattern) has a small but significant contribution

from ENSO-related EOF1 rotational variability (14%). In

our view, this results from the fact that, at the surface, the

tail of the TNH pattern projects onto the centers of action

of this NAO. These EOF1- and EOF2-based contributions

add up to explain 83% of this ‘‘classical’’ NAO.

Our results also show that the AO/NAM signal, under-

stood as the leading hemispheric SLP mode (Fig. 10b), has

a contribution from ENSO-related EOF1 that might account

for up to 29% of its variance. This result suggests that the

AO/NAM cannot be regarded as a hemispheric extension of

the regional NAO oscillation but has a different origin. This

conclusion goes along with Deser (2000) and Itoh (2002)

who concluded that the midlatitudes centres of action of the

AO/NAM over the North Pacific and the North Atlantic are

not physically related. Thus, we suggest that the annular

appearance of this AO/NAM results from the linear super-

position of distinct variability patterns (including the NAO)

dynamically unrelated to each other. This result is also in

agreement with DeWeaver and Nigam (2000), who found

that zonal mean zonal flow dipolar variability is not related

to ENSO, and with Ambaum et al. (2001), who suggested

that the independent fluctuations of the zonal winds in the

North Pacific and North Atlantic basins are responsible for

the apparent AO/NAM mode. Our analysis shows that

ENSO-related EOF1 and NAO-related EOF2 explain 76%

of the AO/NAM variance, in a multiple regression sense.

However, additional analyses suggest that ENSO is not a

key factor in the AO/NAM paradigm. When computing the

leading hemispheric SLP EOF using residual anomalies

obtained after removing the Niño3.4 signal through linear

regression, the same annular-like mode appears (not

shown). Although the North Pacific centre of action in this

non-ENSO SLP mode weakens by 25%, the North Atlantic

signature remains unaltered, and the fraction of explained

variance is the same as in the initial analysis (i.e., 23%;

Fig. 10b). This result is in agreement with previous works

pointing to the AO/NAM as an internal mode of the

atmosphere, also appearing in control simulations without

SST forcing (e.g., Fyfe et al. 1999; Yamazaki and Shinya

1999). Our findings stress the need for a unifying theory for

the existence of AO/NAM-like variability (Thompson et al.

2003).

Our claim that NAO-like EOF2 reflects regional internal

variability is supported by the local confinement of the

pattern to the North Atlantic basin at lower levels (Fig. 6c).

In contrast, the variability associated with this mode has a

distinct global signature at upper levels (Fig. 6a). This is

consistent with the findings of Branstator (2002) of a global

hemispheric NAO signature at upper levels different from

the AO/NAM pattern. To make this point, we show in

Fig. 11 the regression of the global streamfunction field

onto PC2. The resulting pattern compares well with the

wavenumber 5 circumglobal pattern found by Branstator

(2002). This wave-guided (i.e., non-annular) teleconnection

displays centers of action over the eastern North Atlantic,

the Arabian Peninsula, the Japanese Islands, the central

North Pacific, and North America. Note that the two centers

Fig. 11 Regression map of the global streamfunction at 200 hPa onto

PC2 (ci = 1 9 106 m2/s). Magnitudes correspond to one std dev of

the time series. Statistically significant areas, according to a t test at

the 98% level, are shaded
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of action in the North Pacific basin are evident throughout

the depth of the mid/upper troposphere (Fig. 6). The east–

west orientation in the anomalous horizontal component of

the Eliassen-Palm flux (Fig. 7b) indicates zonally elongated

perturbations along the entire subtropical belt and suggests

a tendency for the response to eddy forcing in the Atlantic

basin to be guided along the shifted North Atlantic and

North African/Asian subtropical jets. This hypothesized

mechanism for exciting the recurrent circumglobal pattern,

however, requires further investigation.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have analyzed the upper level NAE

streamfunction aiming to describe the rotational variability,

which could have a remotely forced component. Although

upper level streamfunction has been studied many times,

few studies have examined the regional rotational circula-

tion, as far as we are aware. There are reasons for that as the

streamfunction field represents the solution of an elliptic

problem (e.g., Sardeshmukh and Hoskins 1987), implying

that some circulation anomalies might be generated by

potential vorticity anomalies outside the domain of study.

Care was taken to eliminate this exogenous variability in

our analysis by subtracting the domain average of the

streamfunction from each grid-point at all time steps. The

main difference between the streamfunction and geopo-

tential norms is that the former will tend to emphasize lower

latitude variability. This is helpful for detecting variability

forced from the tropics, such as that associated with ENSO,

and indeed application of this norm has allowed us to pro-

duce some novel results, summarized below.

– The leading mode of upper level streamfunction in

mid-winter in the NAE sector describes the remote

ENSO influence (EOF1; fvar = 24%). This is in

contrast with most previous regional studies based on

geopotential height or SLP, in which the NAO tends to

be more prominent, but is consistent with the results

obtained using streamfunction and a global domain.

Indeed, our leading regional (NAE) EOF may be

regarded as the local component of the leading

hemispheric mode. The pattern corresponds to the tail

of the TNH wavetrain emanating from the tropical

Pacific and produces a surface dipolar structure in the

North Atlantic that is reminiscent of the NAO. We

argue, however, that this response should not be

described as an NAO-like pattern, because of the

different underlying dynamics.

– The second streamfunction mode (EOF2; fvar = 19%)

has a more regional structure at lower levels, where it

displays the classical Azores-Iceland seesaw, which

leads us to identify this mode with the NAO pattern.

Analysis of the dynamics of this mode suggests an

important role for internal variability, through the

meridional shift of the stormtracks and eddy-driven jet.

– It is interesting that the regression of EOF1 and EOF2

onto sea surface temperature separates the signals in the

Pacific and Atlantic oceans very cleanly. The Pacific

SST signal supports the association of EOF1 with

ENSO, while the Atlantic signal (related to EOF2)

resembles the well-known North Atlantic Tripole.

Although EOF2 explains less variance than EOF1

(when using the streamfunction norm), it has a stronger

impact on European climate, especially in the precip-

itation field. We attribute this to the fact that EOF2

variability is associated with shifts in the stormtracks

whereas EOF1 is not.

– Additional analyses concerning the surface signatures

of EOF1 (ENSO-related variability) and EOF2 (NAO-

related variability) have shown that the latter accounts

for most of the variability of the leading regional EOF

of SLP (the ‘‘classical’’ NAO), whereas both patterns

contribute to the leading hemispheric pattern, the so-

called AO/NAM mode. The small but significant

contribution of EOF1 to the regional SLP mode is

interpreted as due to the fact that the tail of the TNH

wavetrain projects onto the centers of action of this

leading surface pattern (NAO). The fact that both EOF1

and EOF2 contribute to the AO/NAM pattern indicates

that this hemispheric SLP pattern may be a combina-

tion of different regional (NAO) and large scale

(ENSO) phenomena.

– Finally we have shown that, despite its regional

character at lower levels, EOF2 has a hemispheric

structure at upper levels, reminiscent of the circum-

global pattern discussed by Branstator (2002).
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